ABSTRACT: Peptide deformylase (PDF) is an enzyme that is responsible for removing the formyl group from nascently synthesized polypeptides in bacteria, attracting much attention as a potential target for novel antibacterial agents. Efforts to develop potent inhibitors of the enzyme have progressed on the basis of classical medicinal chemistry, combinatorial chemistry, and structural approaches, yet the validity of PDF as an antibacterial target hangs, in part, on the ability of inhibitors to selectively target this enzyme in favor of structurally related metallohydrolases. We have used 15 N NMR spectroscopy and isothermal titration calorimetry to investigate the high-affinity interaction of EcPDF with actinonin, a naturally occurring potent EcPDF inhibitor. Backbone amide chemical shifts, residual dipolar couplings, hydrogen-deuterium exchange, and 15 N relaxation reveal structural and dynamic effects of ligand binding in the immediate vicinity of the ligand-binding site as well as at remote sites. A comparison of the crystal structures of free and actinonin-bound EcPDF with the solution data suggests that most of the consequences of the ligand binding to the protein are lost or obscured during crystallization. The results of these studies improve our understanding of the thermodynamic global minimum and have important implications for structure-based drug design.
Peptide deformylase (PDF) is an essential and highly conserved enzyme that functions in protein maturation by removing the N-formyl group from the methionine of nascently synthesized polypeptides in bacteria, protists, and eukaryotic organelles (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Because protein translation in bacteria is initiated with N-formylmethionine, PDF has emerged as a target of efforts to develop novel antibacterial agents (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) . The extensively characterized enzyme from Escherichia coli (EcPDF) 1 exhibits some substrate selectivity in vitro (4, 6, (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) ; this property has guided the design of several effective substrate analogue inhibitors (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) . Current work seeks to identify compounds with broad-spectrum activity against bacterial PDF while avoiding inhibition of other cellular targets, including the recently identified human mitochondrial protein (7, 9, 24) .
As a member of the metallohydrolase superfamily that includes the matrix metalloproteins (MMPs) thermolysin and stromelysin (2-4), PDF binds divalent metals in a tetrahedral arrangement involving coordination with two histidines in a conserved QHExDH motif and a cysteine from a conserved EGCLS motif; a water molecule serves as the fourth ligand ( Figure 1 ). Although the active site metal in most members of the superfamily is zinc, evidence suggests the native metal in EcPDF is iron (5) . Crystal structures of EcPDF free (25) (26) (27) and in complex with several competitive inhibitors capable of metal coordination have been reported (22, 23) , as well as an NMR structure of the conserved catalytic core (residues 1-147) lacking the C-terminal helix, R3 (2, 28, 29) . In addition, crystal structures of PDF from several bacteria, including Streptococcus pneumoniae, Staphylococcus aureus, Haemophilus influenzae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Bacillus stearothermophilus (13, 15, 30, 31) , are now available as well as that of the protist Plasmodium falciparum (32) .
In search of inhibitors of PDF, much work has focused on complexes of EcPDF with derivatives of actinonin ( Figure 1B ), a hydroxamic acid-containing actinomycete-derived natural product that serves as a competitive inhibitor (13, 23) . The available crystal structures of free and actinonin-bound EcPDF revealed measurable, if subtle, structural differences between the free and bound state, suggesting that induced-fit recognition may play a role in inhibitor binding. Such protein plasticity is increasingly being recognized as obfuscatory to structure-based drug design efforts (33) since it obscures the structure of the free energy minimum and makes it difficult to meaningfully predict thermodynamic relationships.
To improve our understanding of binding determinants for PDF, it is necessary to complement structural insight with dynamic and thermodynamic knowledge. In particular, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) can be used to directly measure the enthalpy of binding (ΔH bind ) and obtain the association equilibrium constant (K A ), from which the binding free energy (ΔG bind ) can be derived. The overall thermodynamics of ligand binding can be described by partitioning enthalpic and entropic contributions to the binding free energy:
where ΔS bind is the entropy change upon binding. The entropy term can be further partitioned into intermolecular and intramolecular components: ΔS solv is the entropy change due to the changes in solvation of both binding partners, ΔS conf is the conformational entropy change due to changes in structure and dynamics, while ΔS t/r refers to changes in translational and rotational degrees of freedom (34) . Formation of an enzymeligand complex is usually accompanied by an enthalpy gain through the formation of favorable intermolecular interactions (hydrogen bonds and van der Waals forces), but overall affinity is also affected by changes in conformational entropy at the binding interface, exclusion of ordered water molecules (hydrophobic effect), and gains in entropy at remote sites throughout the protein.
High-resolution NMR spectroscopy provides a means of observing and quantifying protein flexibility and the effect of ligand binding on protein structure in solution. For proteins weakly aligned in a magnetic field, residual dipolar couplings (rDCs) (35) provide a direct measurement of the orientation of individual bond vectors relative to the molecular frame, allowing ligand-induced structural changes to be precisely measured. Native state hydrogen-deuterium exchange measurements enable quantification of local protein flexibility and stability, yielding thermodynamic insights that could be used to dissect individual contributions to binding free energies (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . Moreover, heteronuclear relaxation rates (45) provide a measure of the amplitudes of bond-vector motions occurring on the nanosecond to picosecond time scales [the Lipari-Szabo order parameter, S 2 (46) ] that can be used to estimate the conformational entropy of individual residues in the protein (36, 37) , thus providing a means of better characterize binding sites and quantifying the thermodynamic effect of ligand binding on the conformational entropy change, ΔS conf , of the affected sites.
To gain insight into the role of protein flexibility in molecular recognition, we have characterized the effect of actinonin binding on the solution structure and dynamics of EcPDF using NMR measurements of backbone rDCs, hydrogen-deuterium exchange rates, and 15 N relaxation rates. Although we found a correlation between the proximity to the binding site and induced structural and dynamic changes, rDC measurements highlighted differences between the crystal and solution structures, while relaxation and H-D exchange rate data suggest that localized changes in structure, dynamics, and thermodynamics are transmitted to other parts of the protein. These data underscore the importance of understanding protein structure and dynamics in solution and demonstrate that local effects of ligand binding have consequences at remote sites in ways that are not entirely understood and are difficult to predict.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Protein and Ligand Samples. The catalytic core of E. coli PDF (residues 1-147) (28) was expressed and purified as described previously (47) . All experiments were performed with the conserved catalytic core of EcPDF (residues 1-147); for the sake of convenience, unless explicitly stated, EcPDF is used throughout the text to indicate this domain. Actinonin {3-[(1-{[2-(hydroxymethyl)-1-pyrrolidinyl]carbonyl}-2-methylpropyl)carbamoyl]octanohydroxamic acid (CAS registry no. 13434-13-4)} (48) was generously provided by Z. Yuan (Versicor, Inc., San Diego, CA) or purchased (catalog no. A6671) from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and used without further purification; purity and integrity were checked by electrospray mass spectrometry and one-dimensional WATER-GATE (49, 50) NMR spectroscopy. NMR samples included 0.6-1.0 mM protein in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.2), 10 mM NaCl 10% D 2 O, 90% H 2 O, and 0.02% NaN 3 ; EcPDF-actinonin complex samples contained a slight excess of actinonin (∼1.1 equiv).
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry. ITC experiments were performed at 37°C on a MicroCal VP-ITC instrument, with the cell containing EcPDF at a concentration of 32-40 μM and the syringe containing 320-400 μM actinonin. Each experiment consisted of 59 injections of 5 μL of actinonin with a 240 s interval between each injection. The protein samples were dialyzed overnight, and the dialysate was used to dissolve the actinonin sample. Both experimental solutions were thoroughly degassed before each titration. The data were analyzed using a one-site binding model with the Origin (V.7 SR4) software package (MicroCal, Inc.). The baselines at the beginning and end of each injection peak were adjusted manually. The last few points of the titration, after the solution was saturated, were averaged and subtracted from each data point to correct for the heat of dilution. Origin uses nonlinear least-squares minimization and the concentrations of the titrant, L T , and the analyte, M T , to fit the energy flow per injection, Q i , to the equilibrium binding equation
is the fraction bound after the ith injection and V 0 is the cell volume, generating best fit values of the stoichiometry (n), binding enthalpy (ΔH), and binding constant (K A ). The binding free energy is obtained from the relationship (51) . 15 N chemical shifts were adjusted by þ3 ppm to correct for a systematic offset (47) resulting from differences in referencing between the published work and that reported here. NMR data for resonance assignments were recorded at 310 K on Bruker DMX-600 or DRX-600 spectrometers equipped with triple-resonance three-axis shielded gradient probes. Proton chemical shifts were referenced externally to DSS (2,2-dimethylsilapentane-5-sulfonic acid), and , and C 0 were made from HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, and HNCO spectra (52) . Backbone assignments were further confirmed from the aliphatic side chain proton and carbon resonances, which were assigned by incorporating data from HBHA(CO)NH, HCCH-TOCSY, HCCH-COSY, 15 N-separated NOESY, 15 N-separated TOCSY, HNHA, 13 C-separated NOESY, and C(CO)NH-TOCSY spectra (51, 52) . Time domain data were zero filled to twice the number of acquired points in all dimensions to improve spectral resolution. NMR data were processed with NMRPipe (53) and analyzed using NMRVIEW (54 , and 187 ms for R 1 and R 2 , respectively). Data were zerofilled to 4096 Â 512 in the direct and indirect dimensions, respectively, and apodized with a square cosine window function in the direct dimension and in the indirect dimension. Relaxation rates were obtained from one-parameter exponential fits to the peak intensities at each time point. The standard deviation of the baseline spectral noise was taken to be the uncertainty in peak heights, and uncertainties in the fit parameters were obtained from Monte Carlo simulations with a confidence interval of 0.68. Heteronuclear NOE spectra (57) were acquired (at 600 MHz) in an interleaved fashion with 32 scans per increment and a 5 s recycle delay. The NOE values were determined from the ratios of the peak intensities in spectra acquired with and without proton saturation. Proton saturation was achieved via a train of 120°proton pulses applied every 18 ms for the last 3 s of the recycle delay.
The relaxation data were analyzed in terms of the extended "model-free" formalism (58) using the relax software with a modified model-free optimization protocol (59) , in which, prior to optimization of the diffusion tensor, model-free modes are determined. Residues 1-147 of the crystal structures of free EcPDF (PDB entry 1BS5, chain A) or the EcPDF-actinonin complex (residues 1-147 of PDB entry 1G2A, chain A), protonated with MOLMOL (60), were used to test the fitness of the data to various diffusion models. Amides were fit to models in which diffusion was assumed to be isotropic (spherical), axially symmetric (oblate and/or prolate), or fully anisotropic (ellipsoid), and the pairwise and overall fit of the data to each model was evaluated. The appropriateness of each model was evaluated by use of the Bayesian information criteria (BIC) (61) and 500 Monte Carlo simulations, as implemented in the program relax (62) . A value of -172 ppm was used for the amide 15 N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) and 1.02 Å for the N-H bond distance (63) . For both free and actinonin-bound EcPDF, there was no significant improvement in the fit to anisotropic models over isotropic treatment.
The internal dynamics parameters for each amide resonance were obtained by fitting the experimental relaxation data to five different motional models. In accord with the extended modelfree formalism (58) , in addition to the common overall correlation time, τ m , the parameters optimized for each model are (1) S 2 , (2) S 2 and τ e , (3) S 2 and R ex , (4) S
2
, τ e , and R ex , and (
, and τ e , where R ex is a phenomenological exchange term introduced to account for chemical exchange line broadening (affecting R 2 ) and τ e is the effective correlation time for internal motions. The five models have the following implicit assumptions: (1) S s 2 = 1 and τ f ∼ 0, (2) S s 2 = 1 and slower motions are negligible (i.e., τ e = τ f ), (3 and 4) R ex > 0, and (5) only τ f ∼ 0. Model selection was performed on the basis of BIC scores (61) . After residues with significant overlap for the free and actinonin complex had been excluded, motional parameters were obtained for 109 of the free and 104 of the bound non-proline residues (total of 141).
Ligand-induced conformational entropy changes, ΔS conf , were estimated for each amide by assuming a "diffusion in a cone" motional model (37, 64) as described by
where S f and S b are the order parameters for the free and bound forms, respectively [i.e., (S
], k b is Boltzman's constant, N A is Avogadro's number, and T is the absolute temperature, 310 K for these measurements (for residues where S 2 > 0.95, S was set to 0.98). After considering residues whose amides could be measured for the free and bound form, the thermodynamic parameters were obtained for 97 residues.
Residual Dipolar Coupling Measurements. Residual dipolar couplings (rDCs) (35) of EcPDF and its complex with actinonin were measured from the difference in multiplet splittings of signals in two-dimensional (2D) IPAP spectra (65) recorded in isotropic solution and in 20 mg/mL Pf1 phage (ASLA BIOTECH Ltd.). Spectra were recorded at 800 MHz with 2048 Â 256 complex points and spectral widths of 12019 and 4865 Hz in the direct ( 1 H) and indirect ( 15 N) dimensions, respectively. The data were apodized with a cosine bell and zero filled to 4096 points in each dimension prior to Fourier transformation. Peak positions were obtained by least-squares fitting as implemented in NMRPipe (53); amides with significant multiplet overlap were excluded from the analysis. The magnitudes of the alignment tensors were estimated from a histogram of the rDC data (66), using the relation
where D a NH is the axial component of the residual dipolar coupling tensor, R is the rhombicity, and S 2 is the square of the experimentally determined order parameter; the values were confirmed with PALES (67), using as input the first chain of structures 1BS5 (residues 1-147) and 1G2A (residues 1-147) for free and actinonin-bound EcPDF, respectively. Only amides for which both upfield and downfield multiplet components could be resolved were considered for analysis. Error estimates were obtained by propagating the uncertainties in the peak positions of each resonance obtained from the ratio of the line width at half-height to the signal-to-noise ratio (35) . To compare the rDC values of free and actinonin-bound EcPDF, rDC values were normalized by the axial component of the corresponding tensor.
Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange. Protein samples for measurement of amide exchange rates were prepared by dilution of highly concentrated samples into a buffer containing 90% D 2 O to final concentration of 0.8 mM. 15 N-edited HSQC spectra were recorded every hour for a 10 h exchange time course; each acquisition was 11 min. The first time point was approximately 15 min after exchange into D 2 O. Data were recorded on a Bruker DRX 800 MHz spectrometer at 37°C. Exchange rates were obtained by fitting peak intensities to a single-exponential function. Residues that exchanged within the first time point were assigned on the order of the fastest rate measured (∼0.1 s -1 ), and residues for which the intensity did not change more that 10% after 10 h were assigned the magnitude of the slowest rate measured (0.0001 s -1
).
Site-specific changes in thermodynamic stability due to actinonin binding were obtained from changes in hydrogen-deuterium exchange rates based on
where k f and k c are the measured exchange rates and P f and P c are the derived protection factors for free and actinonin-bound EcPDF, respectively (68) . Structure Thermodynamic Calculations. Solvent-accessible surface areas were determined from structures 1BS5 and 1G2A for free and actinonin-bound EcPDF using STC (version 5.3) (69). The solvation entropy predicted from the structural data was calculated from the change in ASA using ΔS sol ðTÞ ¼ -0:45ΔA np lnðT=384:15Þ þ 0:26ΔA pol lnðT=335:15Þ where ΔA np is the change in nonpolar accessible surface area upon binding and ΔA pol is the change in polar accessible surface area (69) .
Per residue differences in the average crystal structures of the free (PDB entry 1BS5) and actinonin-bound PDF (PDB entry 1G2A) were computed with MOLMOL (60) . First, average coordinates were computed for each structure with three molecules in the asymmetric unit. Then, the rmsds between these averaged coordinates were computed. Averaged coordinates were used without further regularization.
UV-Visible Spectroscopy of Co 2þ -Bound EcPDF. Absorption spectra were acquired on a Hewlett-Packard 8452A UV-visible diode array spectrophotometer at room temperature. Protein samples were 50 μM (in 20 mM Tris at pH 7.2 and 25°C and 10 mM NaCl). The EcPDF-actinonin complex was formed by the addition of actinonin (45 μL of a 17 mM stock solution in water) to 1 mL of the protein sample, resulting in a slight excess of inhibitor.
RESULTS
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry. Isothermal titration calorimetry measurements of the binding of actinonin to zincloaded EcPDF in NMR buffer [20 mM Tris (pH 7.2) and 10 mM NaCl] revealed a single, enthalpically favorable (exothermic) binding event ( Figure 2 ). This, in addition to unpublished findings (70) , is consistent with expectations for the mode of actinonin binding; no evidence was found for thermodynamically distinct species of the enzyme (71) . The enthalpy of actinonin binding (ΔH bind ) was measured to be -1.644 ( 0.012 kcal mol -1 at 37°C, and the fitted dissociation constant (K d ) is 110 ( 15 nM; these results indicate a c value (K A M T ) of ca. 290, slightly above the ideal range for accurate fitting of K A (72, 73) . From the fitted parameters, we obtained a ΔG of -9.8 ( 1.3 kcal mol -1 and a ΔS of 27 ( 4 cal mol
. The heat capacity change (ΔC p ) associated with actinonin binding to EcPDF was obtained from the temperature dependence of the enthalpy, yielding a value of -180 ( 10 cal mol
. To account for contributions by salt bridge formation to the measured thermodynamic parameters (74) (75) (76) , the salt dependence of binding was examined by performing ITC experiments with a range of different salt concentrations; if the rearrangement of atoms in EcPDF involved the formation or disruption of a salt bridge, the binding affinity (K A ) of the reaction would change as the salt concentration increases due to ion linkage. From experiments at 10 mM NaCl, 150 mM NaCl, and 300 mM NaCl (Supporting Information), no significant correlation between salt concentration and binding affinity was apparent, implying that ion linkage does not contribute to the binding of actinonin to EcPDF.
Proton linkage (77) was examined by performing calorimetry experiments in buffers with different heats of ionization (78) . In the event of proton linkage, the number of protons taken (or released) from the buffer can be calculated from (77)
where ΔH obs is the measured enthalpy, ΔH ind is the ionizationindependent contribution, h ion is the heat of ionization from the buffer, and n H is the number of protons linked to the binding event. The change in enthalpy (Supporting Information) yielded an n H value of 0.05 ( 0.02, indicating that, at this pH, proton linkage does not significantly contribute to the thermodynamics of binding of EcPDF to actinonin. These controls indicated the measured thermodynamic parameters (i.e., ΔH bind and ΔC p ) do not need to be corrected for ion or proton linkage.
Effect of Actinonin on the Structure of EcPDF. To examine the effects of actinonin binding to EcPDF, we performed a series of analyses of the atomic-level difference between the structural and dynamic properties of free and actinonin-bound EcPDF. The key findings are summarized in Figures 3 and 4 (and Supporting Information) and explained in detail below.
The crystal structures of EcPDF in the absence (PDB entry 1BS5, 2.5 Å resolution) (27) and presence of actinonin (PDB entry 1G2A, 1.75 Å ) (23) were obtained from the same crystallographic space group, with three molecules per asymmetric unit.
Comparison of the free and actinonin-bound structures was complicated by the variability between molecules in the asymmetric unit. These differences mask the actinonin-induced changes in the structure of EcPDF. To distinguish structural variations due to crystal packing from those due to actinonin binding, the average structures for the free and bound proteins were separately calculated and compared. This analysis revealed a mean deviation of 0.23 ( 0.11 Å for residues 1-147, 0.35 ( 0.10 Å for the β4-β5 loop, and 0.27 ( 0.12 for residues within 5 Å of the binding site (Glu 
Resonance Assignments. Resonance assignments of the EcPDF-actinonin complex were determined from standard double-and triple-resonance NMR spectra, particularly threedimensional HNCACB, CBCA(CO)NH, CC(CO)NH-TOCSY, HBHA(CO)NH, and HNCO spectra (51, 52) . With the exception of the first residue, all amide proton and nitrogen chemical shifts of non-proline residues could be assigned. The high quality of the data allowed for the assignment of 99% of the H Spectral Perturbation Induced by Binding of Actinonin to EcPDF. Actinonin binding changes the coordination state of the bound metal. The substitution of Co 2þ into the active site of metalloenzymes is a common method for characterizing binding events due to the metal's unique spectral properties (79) . The electronic absorption spectrum in the visible region (d-d transitions) is sensitive to the coordination state of Co 2þ and therefore a useful probe of the environment of the bound metal in EcPDF (80) . Binding of actinonin to EcPDF results in a change in coordination state for the metal from tetrahedral to pentacoordinate, as the hydroxamate moiety of the ligand serves as a bidentate chelator of the bound metal, displacing the water molecule that serves as the found ligand in the free protein (13, 23) . Consistent with this expectation, when actinonin binds we observe a decrease in absorption at 565 nm ( Figure 5A ).
Actinonin induces profound changes in the , and the apparently subtle structural deformations. The weighted averages of the actinonin-induced shift perturbations are shown in Figure 3B and are mapped onto residues 1-147 of the crystal structure of the EcPDF-actinonin complex in Figure 4A . The correspondence between proximity to the ligand and shift perturbation is quite evident in the data. Clearly, the largest shift perturbations are concentrated in the immediate vicinity of the ligand-binding site, particularly, Glu Figures 3B and 4) ]. This finding was unexpected because of the subtle structural differences between the crystal structures of free and actinonin-bound EcPDF, and the absence of highly shielding or deshielding functionalities on actinonin. The effect of actinonin binding on the residual dipolar couplings (rDCs) obtained under partial alignment obtained by addition of Pf1 filamentous phage was also assessed ( Figure 5C ), as was the degree of agreement between the observed rDC and those predicted on the basis of the crystal structures [PDB entries 1BS5 and 1G2A (Figure 5D) ]; Q-factors (67) were 0.257 and 0.281 for chain A of free and actinonin-bound PDF, respectively. Because of the overlap of peak multiplets, ligand-dependent changes in rDC values could be obtained for 112 of 140 backbone amide resonances. Although care was taken to use identical conditions for sample preparation of the free and actinoninbound EcPDF, the resulting alignment tensors differed slightly; the magnitudes of the alignment tensors (D a NH ) were 2.33 and 2.01 for free and actinonin-bound EcPDF, with rhombicities (R) of 0.63 and 0.51, respectively.
After normalization of the measured rDC values by D a NH , the residual dipolar couplings of the free and actinonin-bound samples were compared ( Figure 3C ). Although the values were similar for the free and actinonin-bound states of the protein, significant differences (larger than twice the error) were noted for 35 residues, while significant changes were observed in residues within 5 Å of the ligand-binding site, especially near residues 43-50 and 126-136, but also at sites more remote from the binding site, such as residues 69-71 and 105-110. The actinonin-induced absolute changes in rDC values are mapped onto the structure of the EcPDF-actinonin complex in Figure 4B . Experimentally measured rDC values did not agree well with those calculated from the crystal structures ( Figure 5D ), as evident from the least-squares minimization of the target function N R 1 , R 2 , and NOE relaxation rate constants for free and actinoninbound EcPDF are shown in the Supporting Information. High NOE values (η > 0.8) and relatively uniform R 2 /R 1 ratios for both the free and actinonin-bound protein are indicative of a highly ordered structure throughout the core of the protein.
Measurable actinonin-induced changes in the R 2 /R 1 ratios are seen in the EGCLS motif (residues 88-92) and the QHExDH motif (residues 131-136), both of which are involved in metal binding. However, ligand-induced changes in relaxation rates were not limited to residues in or near the ligand-binding site.
Analysis of the 15 N relaxation for free EcPDF data resulted in a global rotational correlation time of 6.02 ns, with no significant improvement in the fit for anisotropic over isotropic treatments of molecular tumbling. The dynamics of 109 backbone amides could be investigated (of 140 possible, excluding the aminoterminal and proline residues). Of these, the relaxation rates for 69 amides were best fit by model 1 (S , and Glu 88 were best fit by including an internal correlation time (τ e ).
Model-free parameters for the actinonin-EcPDF complex were obtained for the 104 backbone amides; relaxation data of 73 amides were best fit by model 1, 20 by model 2, seven by model 3, two by model 4, and two by model 5. The overall nanosecond to picosecond dynamics of EcPDF in complex with actinonin is similar to that of the free protein, with an average S 2 of 0.86 ( 0.05 ( Figure 6 ). In the complex, lower than average error-adjusted order parameters were still seen for Gln , at the beginning of the helix, which is more dynamic than the average (Figure 6 ).
Although the protein experienced clear and measurable ligandinduced differences in the amplitudes of internal motions (Figure 3 ), the differences in S 2 values are relativity small, implying no large changes in the overall backbone dynamics. In all, 22 of 97 amides exhibited significant (error-adjusted) changes in order upon actinonin binding. Inspection of the differences in backbone order parameters ( Figure 6 and the Supporting Information), or as translated to conformational entropy and mapped onto the structure of the complex ( Figure 4C ). It is clear from these observations that the effects of ligand binding are not limited to the residues immediately surrounding the binding cavity. In addition, several residues experience change in dynamics manifested by a decrease in the complexity of the model needed to describe their molecular motion. In particular, several residues do not contain an R ex and τ e term upon complex formation, which implies a change in motions on the microsecond to millisecond time scale (Figure 6 ).
Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange. Backbone amide hydrogen-deuterium exchange rates under native conditions report on the local thermodynamic stability of protein folded states (68) and thus can be used to probe ligand-induced local stabilization. Deuterium exchange experiments show significant regions of both free EcPDF and actinonin-bound EcPDF for which backbone amides are completely protected from solvent and do not exchange after 10 h, as well as regions that are exposed to solvent and exchange within 20 min. Changes in the solvent exchange rate due to complex formation were obtained for 107 residues ( Figure 3) . Figure 4D shows the measured change in amide stability to exchange mapped to the structure of EcPDF.
As expected, actinonin binding resulted in significant protection from exchange for several residues within the ligand-binding , and Ser 92 (Figures 3 and 4) . However, these local stabilizing effects appear to be offset in part by destabilizing effects at remote sites in the protein (e.g., Ile ). Structural Thermodynamics. Thermodynamic parameters associated with the release of water from the molecular surfaces (i.e., the hydrophobic effect) were estimated from the change in the exposed surface area of the crystal structures (69 .
DISCUSSION
Effect of Actinonin on the Structure of EcPDF. At the level of the peptide backbone, EcPDF is well-structured and rigid in the absence of ligands. This rigidity distinguishes EcPDF from related members of the broader metallohydrolase superfamily, many of which exhibit a high degree of protein flexibility at the level of the peptide backbone (33, 82) . This difference may be related to the relatively narrow substrate specificity of PDF, for which the substrates are peptides bearing N-formylated methionine residues (21, 83) , while other metallohydrolases have a broader range of substrates that may necessitate greater flexibility in the substrate binding site.
The crystal structure of the EcPDF-actinonin complex provides a high degree of detail into the atomic level interactions between the protein and inhibitor. Nevertheless, it is difficult to appreciate from this structure the extent to which which entropic effects contribute to binding. The large entropic effects of desolvation in the protein ligand interface notwithstanding, the effects of the more subtle but concerted ligand-induced deformation on the thermodynamics of ligand binding are difficult to appreciate from static structures. Indeed, the differences between molecules in the asymmetric unit are on the same order of magnitude as the differences between the free and ligand-bound protein (Supporting Information). Although backbone atom displacements are emphasized in this paper (since the NMR measurements employed here probe the backbone), the variability in the side chain displacements in the crystal structures follows a similar pattern, albeit with larger amplitudes. The NMR chemical shift is very sensitive to local electronic effects, which depend on the equilibrium local structure and are sensitive to rapid conformational sampling. The strong correlation between the chemical shift data and distance to the ligandbinding site (Figures 3 and 4A) indicates that the largest ligandinduced changes occur in the immediate vicinity of the binding site. However, the NMR data also clearly show that ligand binding affects the structure of the protein at sites distant from the ligand-binding pocket; unfortunately, the chemical shift data alone do not reveal the nature of the change, since there is not a simple relationship between structure and chemical shift. Nevertheless, the chemical shift data suggest that structural changes are propagated from the ligand-binding site to remote sites, presumably via a network of interactions within the protein (main chain and/or side chain).
Residual dipolar couplings (rDCs) directly report the average orientation in solution of individual bond vectors (relative to the magnetic field). In a comparison of the crystallographic ( Figure 3A ) and rDC data ( Figure 3C ) it is clear that the crystallographic data fail to reveal some details of the structural changes induced by the ligand. The low correlation between the actinonin-induced shift perturbations and rDC data in solution, and the pairwise differences between the free and actinoninbound structures in the crystal, suggest that some actinonindependent structural differences that are detected by the spectroscopic measurements in solution are lost to lattice constraints during crystallization ( Figure 5D ).
Effect of Actinonin on EcPDF Thermodynamics. Under native conditions [i.e., the EX2 regime (68)], hydrogen-deuterium exchange rates reflect local thermodynamic stability. As expected, there is an increase in stability for amides from residues adjacent to the site of actinonin binding (e.g., R1-β1 and β4-β5). However, there are several regions of EcPDF for which binding of the ligand is destabilizing (i.e., experience increased H-D exchange rates), particularly in β-strands 3, 6, and 7, on the opposite side of the protein of the ligand-binding site (Figures 3  and 4) . Thus, some of the local stabilizing effects seem to be countered by destabilization elsewhere in the protein.
An objective of this study was to use the changes in backbone 15 N order parameters (S 2 ) for individual backbone amides to obtain an estimate of the overall change in conformational entropy imposed by ligand binding (64) . Modelfree analysis of the backbone 15 N relaxation data has provided a map, albeit incomplete, of the residual entropy of EcPDF before and after binding of actinonin ( Figures 3D and 4C) . Two general features are noteworthy for this analysis (summarized in Figure 3D ). First, the overall change in ΔS conf is small. Of the 97 residues for which order parameters could be measured in both free and bound EcPDF, only 22 amides exhibit entropy changes (TΔS conf ) greater than the error in the measurements; averaged over all amides with changes greater than the error, the magnitude of TΔS conf is only 0.21 kcal mol -1 . Second, the local loss of conformational entropy is almost entirely compensated by entropy gains at other sites. Thus, as measured from the picosecond to nanosecond dynamics of the backbone amides, given the experimental uncertainties, and ignoring the possible contribution from residues for which order parameters could not be measured, we found the net effect of actinonin binding on the overall conformational entropy of EcPDF to be negligible.
Conclusions. Successful structure-based inhibitor design requires knowledge of the local energy minimum defined by the structures and interactions of the target molecule and ligand. High-resolution structures derived from X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy can provide a description of the local energy minimum and serve as templates for design. However, limited resolution, induced-fit binding, and structural plasticity complicate these objectives, partially because the structures provide limited insights into the steepness of the free energy well that surrounds this minimum, and thus little understanding of the cost of deformation of the conformation of the protein (or ligand) away from this target structure. Measurement of dynamics parameters (relaxation and rDCs) and H-D exchange rates for individual bond vectors can provide both important insights into the local energetic cost of deforming the equilibrium structure and a more accurate picture of the global minimum.
Experimental data show that the catalytic domain of EcPDF adopts a well-defined, globular structure that is held together by an interwoven network of intramolecular interactions. The sitespecific measurements of the effect of actinonin binding on EcPDF (i.e., chemical shifts, backbone relaxation data, H-D exchange, and rDC) highlight significant perturbations in two regions: the ligand-binding site (residues 40-50 and 85-95) and on the opposite side of the protein, particularly in strand β6 (Figures 3 and Figure 4 ). It is apparent from these observations that local structural perturbations in the binding site are transmitted via these interaction networks to other parts of the protein. The apparent rigidity of the PDF active site likely precludes a major role for induced fit in ligand binding, and may ultimately limit the selectivity of inhibitors of the enzyme. Nevertheless, the NMR measurements are acutely sensitive to these (even subtle) structural perturbations, providing unique insights into these interaction networks, and the shape of the global minimum.
The distribution of conformational entropy upon binding of actinonin to EcPDF appears to be consistent with the overall thermodynamic picture: that local loss of flexibility is offset by increased dynamics elsewhere in the protein. As a general disclaimer, however, we note that conclusions regarding the overall change in conformational entropy are limited by several factors. Among these are incomplete sampling (changes in order parameters could not be measured for all bond vectors in the protein), insufficient precision (changes that are smaller than the error in the measurements), and the implicit assumption that backbone motions are not correlated (thus representing independent degrees of freedom) (37) . Further, this analysis is not sensitive to motions that do not reorient amide bond vectors relative to the molecular frame, entropy changes associated with conformational states sampled on slower time scales (greater than microseconds), and does not include changes in entropy associated with other bond vectors (i.e., those for which dynamics are not correlated to the backbone amides) throughout the enzyme.
In summary, assessment in EcPDF of actinonin-induced chemical shift perturbations and changes in backbone dynamics reveals significant structural and dynamic effects at sites both adjacent to and remote from that of ligand binding. Comparison of rDC data for free and actinonin-bound EcPDF and to the crystal structures reveals changes in the equilibrium structure of EcPDF that are not detected in the crystalline state, presumably due to crystal packing forces. Finally, quantitation in EcPDF of the conformational entropy change that accompanies actinonin binding indicates that the net sum of the changes is small but measurable. This result is in agreement with previous findings that entropy changes can be readily redistributed from one site to another in a protein, with important thermodynamic implications. They underscore the premise that binding events are more complex than generally assumed and that an accurate descriptor of molecular behavior will need to incorporate both local and long-range contributions to the global energy minimum and the depth and width of the local potential energy well. 
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